Further ultrastructural characterization of the intranuclear ring-shaped bodies of the plant Lacandonia schismatica.
Ring-shaped bodies are found in the nucleus of Lacandonia schismatica, a rare plant with the sexual organs inverted. They are 0.5-microm-diameter structures that present an electron-dense external ring surrounding a central core. Ultrastructural studies indicate that these bodies contain RNA. The external ring is labeled with antibodies against small nuclear ribonucleoproteins, suggesting that they may be involved in pre-mRNA metabolism. In the present work we further characterized these intranuclear ring-shaped structures by serial-sectioning analysis. Moreover, we tested the presence of additional molecular elements related to pre-mRNA metabolism, such as SR proteins and poly(A)(+) RNA, using immunoelectron microscopy and ultrastructural in situ hybridization. Our results show that these nuclear bodies are spherical. They contain SR proteins involved in splicing and postsplicing events and little to no poly(A)(+) RNA. We also found similar nuclear bodies in other plant and animal species. Therefore, ring-shaped bodies in L. schismatica are spherical, highly compartmentalized nuclear structures that may be involved in pre-mRNA metabolism.